
It is a pleasure to send you our Autumn           

newsletter. This edition includes information     

regarding two exciting new releases and             

testimonials from two of our valued clients.  

I offer congratulations to our Business and     

Product Development Manager, Andrew           

Donoghue who has been offered a senior           

position at Herefords Australia.  

Andrew will be missed greatly by not only the 

Practical Systems' team but our clients as well. 

Andrew's contribution and commitment to       

Practical Systems has been invaluable and of paramount significance over the last six 

years. We will miss him greatly and wish him the best of luck with his future ventures.  

Our first exciting new development is that Practical Systems now have an agreement    

with Gallagher Animal Management to distribute its new TSi2 now equipped with PS 

Stock book.  

As well as marketing a complete system, we can guide the set up and installation.          

Local farmer Rob Powell has recently joined the Practical Systems team in the role of a           

consultant; assisting clients install PS Stockbook and the supporting hardware.  He is    

available to travel. 

The second new development is the release of our next PS Cashbook Plus! and PS Cash 

book Platinum upgrade.  

The two main features the PS Cashbook Plus! and PS Cashbook Platinum upgrade are: 

 The capability to automatically import bank statements.  

 

 For those who wish to progress to a "paperless" office, the ability to 

attachment relevant documents (such as invoices) to transactions. 

We are very excited about the upcoming upgrades. They are due to be        

released in early May.  

This season's newsletter also features stories from Vicki Tuck and Scott     

Sharman.  

Vicki has been using PS Cashbook Platinum for eight years and we are      

humbled that she has been kind enough to acknowledge that her family's 

success has been in part due to PS Cashbook Platinum.   

One of the many strengths of the Tuck's business is their capability to make 

sound financial decisions with robust planning and review processes. 

Our second story features Scott Sharman, senior consultant with Meridian Ag, 

(previously Mike Stephens and Associates). Scott is a well-respected            

consultant based at Cootamundra and has been using PS Cashbook Platinum 

with his clients for six years.  We thank him and Meridian Ag for their          

advocacy.  
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